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Abstract—Shared memory is widely used for inter-process communication. The shared memory abstraction allows computation to be

decoupled from communication, which offers benefits, including portability and ease of programming. To enable shared memory

access by processes that are on different machines, distributed shared memory (DSM) can be employed. However, DSM systems can

suffer from thrashing: while different processes update certain hot data items, the largest amount of effort is spent on data

synchronization, and little progress is made by each process. To avoid interference between processes during data updating while

providing shared memory at page granularity, more time is reserved for a writer to hold a page in a traditional manner. In this paper, we

report on complex thrashing, which can explain why extending the time of holding a page might not be sufficient to control thrashing. To

increase the throughput, we propose a thrashing control mechanism that allows each process to update a set of pages during a period

of time, where the pages compose a logical area. Because of the isolation of areas, updates on different areas can be performed

concurrently. To allow the areas to be fairly well used, each process is assigned with a random priority for thrashing control. The

thrashing control mechanism is implemented on a Linux-based DSM system. Performance results show that the execution time of the

applications that are apt to cause system thrashing can be significantly reduced by our approach.

Index Terms—Distributed shared memory, inter process communication, thrashing control

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN a distributed computing system, to enable data shar-
ing and coordination between processes, shared mem-

ory [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] and message passing [6], [7], [8],
[9] techniques are often used. By orchestrating the inter-
actions between processes, message passing can provide
a high-performance implementation. In contrast, shared
memory hides the details of the interactions between the
processes. The update of data items can be automatically
propagated to the related processes by the underlying
system. Because in distributed shared-memory (DSM)
systems [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] a uniform
address space can be used by the processes, it is possible
for processes to seamlessly access the data distributed
across multiple machines, which also provides an easy
way to refer to data items that have complex data struc-
tures without considering the location of each data item.
However, DSM systems can suffer from thrashing [18],
[19], [20] that results from data contention among pro-
cesses on different machines, which not only introduces

intensive communication but also causes processes to be
frequently interrupted from their computations.

To address this problem, one method is to reduce the
granularity of memory unit, which avoids having data
items that are stored in a memory unit being visible to the
processes that are unlikely to use them; another method is
to make processes keep writing to reduce the frequency of
synchronization. One challenge in thrashing control lies in
determining the time to synchronization. In some consis-
tency models, the synchronization points can be determined
according to some specific operations. For example, in the
release consistency model [21], [22], the exclusive access of
memory is achieved by the use of acquire and release opera-
tions, and coherence actions can be performed on acquire or
release operations.

Because of the requirement of synchronization, themanage-
ment of shared memory is not totally transparent to applica-
tions. The eventual consistency model [23] provides another
way of reducing the frequency of synchronization, which is to
assume that the state ofmemory can be converged after a suffi-
ciently long time. Because the viewofmemory for eachprocess
can diverge over a period of time, it is not straightforward to
utilize thismodel to implement an application inwhich depen-
dencies among operations are sensitive, such as Lamport’s
Fast Mutual Exclusion [24]. Sequential consistency remains
desirable because it can simplify programming and it makes
the reuse of existing shared-memory applications easy. To
achieve consistency efficiently without sacrificing ease of pro-
gramming, the synchronization points can be automatically
determined by the sharedmemory system.

Grappa [32] demonstrates that the performance of the
data-intensive applications can be improved through the
frameworks built on top a DSM system. By using Grappa,
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the complexity of the data management can be hidden by
an user-level DSM system. In Grappa, to optimize the low-
locality data access, delegation operations [33] are employed
to perform the updates of the shared objects at certain loca-
tions. As a result, it is not necessary to obtain the latest ver-
sion of a shared object for tasks. However, to enable the
sharedmemory to be accessed without additional primitives
as the conventional memory, it is desired that any object con-
tained in the shared memory can be accessed via a pointer.
In addition, the knowledge of the objects contained in the
shared memory is not assumed to be known to the underly-
ing system.

Because different processes can keep updating certain
data items, it is possible for the processes to make no prog-
ress if each process cannot efficiently obtain the data items
for a sufficiently long time. A traditional approach [12] is to
delay synchronization points to provide each process with
more time to perform the updates. In this paper, we explore
memory management with respect to variable granularity.
We have found that extending the time to update a memory
unit for each process is not sufficient for thrashing control
because processes can wait before updating the memory
units which are no longer updated by their holders. If a cir-
cular wait appears (i.e., each of the two processes waits for
the page kept by the other process), although the frequency
of synchronization can be reduced, page thrashing is not
truly under control. In other words, a process can request to
update a set of memory units during a period of time, and it
is unwilling to be interrupted in the course of updating. We
show, through evaluation, that the write performance can
be improved for the thrashing-prone applications by con-
trolling the time to access memory units.

In this paper, we made the following contributions on the
prevention of thrashing:

1. An approach is present to determine a logical area
which is frequently used by a process so that processes
can keep updating a set of pages during a period of
time, which can be used to reduce page thrashing.

2. Thewriter of each area is selected based on randompri-
orities, which enable the fair use of memory. Because
no control message is required for choosing the writer
of an area, the cost of changing thewriter can be low.

3. An OS level implementation of the thrashing control
mechanism proves that the performance of the dis-
tributed shared memory system can be improved
through the underlying system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
related work is described in Section 2. The background is
presented in Section 3. The priority-based method for con-
trolling the access of memory is given in Section 4. The
thrashing control is elaborated in Section 5. Optimizations
are given in Section 6. The implementation of the thrashing
control mechanism is given in Section 7. The evaluation of
the thrashing control mechanism is given in Section 8. Con-
clusions are given in the last section.

2 RELATED WORK

There is often a trade-off between the latency and the con-
sistency. A weaker consistency model can be used to

improve the system performance. However, the state of
memory could diverge temporarily or permanently.

In the eventual consistency model, because updates to
memory are eventually visible to the other processes with-
out the ordering restriction, non-commutative operations
cannot be supported. RedBlue consistency [25] provides a
way to enhance consistency when necessary by mixing
strong consistency and eventual consistency models. The
non-commutative operations and the operations that are
not invariant safe are colored red. When red operations are
encountered, a stronger consistency is required to ensure
that the red operations can be perceived in the same order.
The operations that are commutative and invariant safe are
colored blue. Blue operations appear to take effect accord-
ing to eventual consistency. They can be executed locally
without coordination. Thus, a performance gain can be
achieved if the blue operations account for a large propor-
tion of the operations. In this consistency model, additional
information is required to help the system determine the
colors of the operations. The efforts of collecting such infor-
mation and marking operations are non-trivial. Paper [26]
gives an enhancement of a causal consistency model [27]
to avoid the permanent divergence of a storage state. In a
traditional causal consistency model, although the order of
the operations that have causal dependencies is main-
tained, updates to storage could conflict because the con-
current operations can be executed in any order. To ensure
convergent behavior, a conflict resolution rule (e.g., the
rule of the last-writer-win) is required to handle the con-
flict updates. The causalþ consistency is an enhanced ver-
sion of causal consistency, but it is still weaker than
sequential consistency.

In a stronger consistency model, simultaneous updates to
the storage can also be ordered. However, the cost of order-
ing the updates from different processes is often expensive.
To address the performance issue, a release consistency
model is proposed. In this model, updates from an individ-
ual process can be performed locally. They are propagated
to other processes only when explicit synchronization
points are encountered. Because specific primitives are
required to mark the synchronization points, additional
programming complexity is required.

In release consistency, the synchronization points show
the boundaries of execution, and the boundaries are static.
BulkSC [28] provides a way to mark the boundaries in a
dynamic manner by hardware support. BulkSC enforces
sequential consistency with a coarse grain of chunks, each of
which is a set of consecutive instructions that are dynamically
grouped. In BulkSC, the synchronization points, which are
transparent to applications, are located at the boundaries of
the chunks. Because data synchronization can be less inten-
sive and updates can be batched, BulkSC achieves a similar
performance gain compared with release consistency. How-
ever, BulkSC does not guarantee the advancement of compu-
tation. Disambiguation operations are required to avoid
the violation of sequential consistency. In these operations,
chunks can be re-executed.

To support conventional shared memory applications
even if there are no explicit synchronization points, sequen-
tial consistency is considered in this paper. Thrashing often
occurs when processes all want to hold some data object for
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updating but no one has the patience to wait. The central
problem is that there is a lack of mechanism to guide pro-
cesses in memory access. A method that uses specific primi-
tives to guide the memory usage provides an explicit way
to perform thrashing control. Another method is to deter-
mine the writer of the memory and the time for updating
implicitly, which is analogous to the work of process sched-
uling. To achieve thrashing control, the scheduling must
improve the overall writing speed of the system. When a
process is scheduled to be a writer, sufficient time should be
allocated to guarantee a sustained write. A straightforward
method is to select each process to be a writer in a round-
robin fashion [29], which allows the processes to be sched-
uled in a circular order. If the time slots are evenly allocated
to the processes, fair usage of the memory can be achieved.
For determining a writer, all of the requests can be sent to a
scheduler first; the scheduler will know who the next writer
is. However, the centralized management could lead to a
performance bottleneck. To alleviate the load of the sched-
uler, a distributed method for the memory management is
desired. Token passing [30] allows each process the oppor-
tunity to be scheduled. Once a process holds the token, it
can schedule itself to be a writer. After a period of time, the
scheduler must be altered, and the token is passed to the
next process. If a process is idling, then it can also reject
being scheduled, and it can pass the token to the next pro-
cess directly. However, with an increase in the rejections,
the efficiency of scheduling will be impaired.

In this paper, a scheduling scheme that has a distributed
design is proposed to reduce thrashing. The page accessing
of the processes can be controlled by a set of managers, each
of which manages an area of memory. Each area contains a
set of pages that might attract the interest of a group of pro-
cesses. The area managers provide the capability to suppress
the interference between processes that access different areas.
If a process has an interest in several areas, then its requests
should be processed by themanagers of those areas in a coor-
dinated manner. Without such coordination, processes can
still suffer from the thrashing effect. To avoid sending control
messages for coordination, we propose a random priority-
based approach, which provides a fair use of the shared
memory.

3 BACKGROUHD

Weassume a distributed systemwith a set of nodes. Each pro-
cess can be deployed on any of the nodes. Each shared

memory can be divided into Na logical areas at most. Each
area comprises one or more pages and is managed by a man-
ager. Here, the number of managers can be changed with
changes of the areas (as shown in Fig. 1). Sequential consis-
tency requires that the order of updates can be perceived by
all of the processes, and the ordered updates are extended
from the updates that are performed by each process. For
each memory unit (e.g., a page), sequential consistency is
maintained. Concurrent updates on different memory units
are allowed. Thrashing control can perform at page granular-
ity or at the granularity that is greater than a page.

In page-granularity thrashing control, extending the time
to keep updating a page can reduce the probability of being
interrupted. The time window should not be longer than the
time required for updating. However, it is often difficult to
know when a process stops writing. Even if the status of each
page can be checked periodically and a successor can effi-
ciently be found to take the place of the current writer, thrash-
ing can also appear. This scenario can be explained by the
following example (as shown in Fig. 2). Processes Pi and Pj

update pages p and q repeatedly. When process Pi updates
page p, process Pj updates page q. After a while, Pi shifts to
updating page q, and Pj shifts to updating page p. Each of the
two processes requires the page that has been updated by the
other process. In this example, extending the time for a writer
to hold a page cannot reduce the overall communication cost.
Let Wi denote the set of memory units that are updated by
process Pi in a period of time. Here, the memory unit is not
restricted to a page. To represent the dependencies between
the worksets required by different processes, the corelation
betweenmemory units is defined as follows, denoted by$.

Definition 1. Suppose that there is a memory unitmu, such that
mu 2 Wi. mu is related to another memory unit mv ði:e:; mu

$ mvÞ, iff the following condition holds:

9Wj : ðmv 2 WjÞ ^ ðWi \Wj 6¼ ;Þ:

Let$�denote the transitive closure of relation$. The com-
plex thrashing, which appears when processes have the same
interest in a set ofmemory units, can be defined as follows.

Definition 2. Complex thrashing occurs in processes Pi and
Pj ði 6¼ jÞ iff Pi and Pj access two memory units, mu and
mv ðu 6¼ vÞ, that satisfy the following condition:

ðmu $�mvÞ ^ ðmu 2 WiÞ ^ ðmv 2 WjÞ:

If two or more processes are involved in the interdepen-
dence between memory units in a period of time, thrashing
can occur.

Fig. 1. Memory areas.

Fig. 2. Complex thrashing.
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4 PRIORITY-BASED METHOD

To prevent complex thrashing, the memory units that have
interdependencies cannot be managed independently. If
memory units are grouped for accessing and one process is
allowed to access a group for each period of time, more
memory units can be updated by the process in a period of
time. As there is the chance that each of the two processes
waits for some of the grouped pages that are kept by the
other process, each process can be assigned a priority to
avoid circular wait. If the priority of a process is sufficiently
high, the process can hold all the required memory units.

4.1 Priority Degradation

As the processes that access shared memory have the latest
copies of the content of memory units, they can be treated as
the content holders of the shared memory. The use of priority
makes the process that has the higher priority keep updating.
However, if each content holder also controls the access of the
corresponding memory units, the process with high priority
can be blocked because of priority degradation, which
appears when the processes fail to preempt at the content
holders. The definition of priority degradation is as follows.

Definition 3. The priority of a process Pi is degraded iff 9Pj : Pi

sends a request to update the content that is provided by Pj and
Pj satisfies the following:

1) 9Pk: The priority of Pj is lower than that of Pk.
2) The priority of Pi is higher than that of Pj, and Pj is

blocked since it requests to update the content that is
held by Pk.

An example (as shown in Fig. 3) is given as an illustra-
tion. In this example, each page holder can determine
whether a process is allowed to update the corresponding
page in terms of the priority of the process. If the priority of
a process is higher than that of the current writer of a page,
then the process can update the page. Suppose that the cur-
rent priorities of processes Pi; Pj; Pk are prioi; prioj, and
priok, respectively ðprioi > prioj; prioj < priokÞ. Processes
Pi and Pj both request to update page p, which is held by
process Pk. Pj tries to become a new holder of page p.
Because prioj < priok; Pj cannot finish retriving page p.
When Pi sends request to the new holder for updating page
p, because Pj is retriving page p, even if prioi > prioj, Pi

must wait also. There can be a chain of possible content
holders that request updating the same memory unit. Pre-
emption fails to be performed when the dependent requests
are processed independently. Although one process’s prior-
ity is higher than that of the requested process, if processes
request to update the same page, there is the chance that the
process with higher priority will require considerable time
to retrieve the required page.

4.2 Preemption

If there is a manager to control the access of memory units,
the write requests from the processes that have lower pri-
orities can be delayed by the manager, which can be used to
avoid priority degradation. In addition, if a process is
allowed to keep updating a set of memory units without
interruption for a period of time, then the interdependencies
among memory units can be hidden from the other pro-
cesses during that period. As a result, thrashing can be
inhibited. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, if pages p; q and r
can only be updated by a process whose priority is suffi-
ciently high, the processes with low priorities cannot block
a writer from updating.

To prevent a bottleneck of the manager, the memory
units can be grouped into a number of areas, each of which
has a corresponding manager. These memory units can be
dynamically allocated to an area according to the memory
access pattern. For example, if unrelated data items are allo-
cated to different areas, then the concurrency of the applica-
tions can be improved because updates on different areas
can be performed concurrently.

To avoid direct coordination when determining a writer,
a priority assignment method is adopted. Suppose that the
priority of each process is updated after each Tup time inter-
val. Let prioiðtÞ be process Pi’s priority as perceived by an
area manager at time t, where t is the local time of the area
manager. The area manager can detect whether a priority
expires according to the live-time that is assigned by the
writer. Let currðtÞ be the highest unexpired priority that is
perceived by an area manager when the local time of the
manager reaches t. If all of the perceived priorities expire,
then currðtÞ is set to 0. The access control of shared memory
can be modeled as follows.

Rule 1. Process Pi is allowed to update an area when the
local time of the area manager reaches t if the area manager
perceives that prioiðtÞ is higher than or equal to currðtÞ.

Because the process with high priority can keep updat-
ing, the unnecessary interleaving of updates from different
processes can be reduced. Note that if a memory unit is
marked as read only, any process can read the unit directly
without blocking. When processes try to update an area, the
manager of the area must select a process to be a writer.
Given that a process can access many areas over a period of
time, the managers of these areas should provide the same
permission of memory access to the process. Otherwise, an
area that is opened to a process could turn to starvation sta-
tus because the requests of that process can be blocked by
the managers of the other areas. To ensure fair usage of the
memory, the priority of each process can be updated in a
round-robin fashion.

Let Tup denote the period of the priority update, and IðtÞ
the priority update interval when time reaches t, where
IðtÞ ¼ bt = Tupc. Suppose that there are at most N processes
for accessing memory. The priority of Pi can be determined
as follows:

prioi tð Þ ¼ ðiþ I tð ÞÞmodN:

Table 1 shows an example for the priority assignment.
Suppose that processes P1 and P2 both try to update a page
during time 0 to 4Tup. Because there is only one interval in
which the priority of P1 is higher than that of P2; P1 can

Fig. 3. Priority degradation.
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spend at most Tup time for updating that page. In contrast,
P2 can consume at most 3Tup time for its updating. Clearly,
the method does not provide sufficient fairness for appro-
priate memory access. To improve the fairness, a random
priority-based approach can be adopted, which will be
introduced in the next section.

4.3 Random Priority

To provide the fair use of memory, the systemmust ensure that
for any two processes Pi and Pj, they have the same chances to
access an area. In other words, the possibility that Pi has a
higher priority compared toPj should be equal to the possibility
thatPj has a higher priority compared toPi. It is not desirable to
assign the samepriority to different processes because this strat-
egy could allowmore than one process to update an area.

Assigning different priorities to processes guarantees
that a process is allowed to update an area while the pro-
cesses with the higher priorities remain idle. Suppose that
N priorities can be assigned to processes in each round. To
ensure fairness, each process must have the same opportu-
nity to be assigned with any priority. The priority of each
process can be generated in a random manner. The priority
of a process Pi can be generated as follows:

prioi tð Þ ¼ randði; I tð ÞÞ;

where rand is a random function. The random function can
have different forms. Here, the rand function provides a map-
ping of a random matrix Rand. Rand can be used to generate
priorities for each priority update interval. Suppose that there
are N rows of Rand: randði; jÞ ¼ Randi;jmod N . Each row of
Randi;j ðj ¼ 0; 1; . . . ;N � 1Þ can be constructed as follows:

1) Initially, there are N different priorities to be selected
for process Pi, and each item of Randi; j is set as
uninitialized.

2) For each time, a priority is randomly selected from
the remaining priorities of process Pi, and an unini-
tialized item of Randi; j is set to the selected priority.

3) After N times, the setting is finished, and each item
of Randi; j is initialized with a priority for process Pi.

The random function generated according to this method
guarantees the fairnes priorities, which are proved in Appen-
dix A. An example of generating priorities is given in Table 2.
It can be seen that every process has the same opportunity to
have the highest priority during an interval of 4Tup. Processes
P1 andP2 have the same opportunity to preempt each other.

5 THRASING CONTROL

A priority collision occurs when a priority is assigned to
more than one process at the same time. A requirement for

the priority assignment is to ensure that priority collisions
are controllable. In the priority assignment, because it is dif-
ficult to synchronize the local timing of the processes, pro-
cesses might become aware of the new priority of a process
at different time points. If a priority is utilized by different
processes at the same time, then thrashing could occur. To
generate the priorities of the processes, an approach, called
random priority-based thrashing control (RPTC), is utilized.

In RPTC, the priority of each process is updated periodi-
cally, and the processes have the same opportunity to use
any priority. When a request arrives at an area manager, the
manager checks the priority of the requester for scheduling.
The priority can either be determined on the requester side
or on the manager side. In the priority-based approach, a
process with a high priority has the permission to access the
memory during a period of time. To avoid direct coordina-
tion, the priority of each process is converted according to
time. Determining the priority of each process is not
restricted on the manager’s side. However, it requires that
the managers can be aware of the change of priorities in an
effective way when the variations in the local time and the
transmission delays are taken into account.

To avoid the occurrence of priority degradation, the
requests for updating memory can be sent to the corre-
sponding managers first. The priority of a process can be
generated before sending a request. The generated priority
is piggybacked on the request. In each priority update inter-
val, the manager can select requests that are piggybacked
with higher priorities to be processed first. Let reqi be the
request that is sent from processes Pi. Let tðreqiÞ denote the
local time of process Pi when request reqi is sent. Suppose
that requests reqi and reqj are received by a manager during
the same priority update interval. If requests reqi and reqj
are sent from different priority update intervals (i.e.,
IðtðreqiÞÞ 6¼ IðtðreqjÞÞÞ, there could be a collision between
the priorities that are piggybacked on reqi and reqj. Priority
collisions bring a risk of thrashing.

To reduce the above risk, one way is to extend the range
of the priorities that can be selected; namely, the maximum
priority can be far greater than the number of requesters. If
the range is sufficiently large, the possibility of priority col-
lisions can be small. However, it is possible that a process
is blocked by itself because of the uncertain offset in the
local time between processes. For example, as shown in
Fig. 4, if requests are sent by a process in different priority
update intervals but are received by a manager in the
same priority update interval, then the process can be
blocked by itself. This problem can be addressed by notify-
ing the manager of the live time of each priority. Managers
determine whether a priority expires according to the live-
time that is specified by the requester. Let reqi:live denote

TABLE 1
Priorities of Processes ðN ¼ 4Þ

Time Process P1 Process P2 Process P3 Process P4

0� Tup 0 1 2 3

Tup � 2Tup 1 2 3 0

2Tup � 3Tup 2 3 0 1
3Tup � 4Tup 3 0 1 2

TABLE 2
Priorities of Processes ðN ¼ 4Þ

Time Process P1 Process P2 Process P3 Process P4

0� Tup 0 3 1 2

Tup � 2Tup 2 1 3 0

2Tup � 3Tup 3 0 2 1
3Tup � 4Tup 1 2 0 3
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the live time that is piggybacked on request reqi: reqi:live is
the duration of the current priority of Pi. Here, reqi:live
can be expressed as follows:

reqi:live ¼ ðIðtðreqiÞÞ þ 1ÞTup � tðreqiÞ:

Suppose reqi is a request that hits a memory area. If the
manager of the memory area finds that the priority of the
process Pi is higher than the priority of the process access-
ing the memory area, Pi is allowed to be a writer. Here,
reqi:live is the time that is reserved for writing. If reqi is not
processed because the priority of Pi is not sufficiently high,
it will be rescheduled after a period of time.

Although live time can be used to avoid interference
from the same process, it is still difficult to avoid interfer-
ence from different processes. The requests from the pro-
cesses with higher priorities can arrive at any time, which
could prevent a process from updating. We show this in
Fig. 5, where there are two processes, Pi and Pj, that both
try to update an area. First, the request of process Pi arrives
at the manager of the area. The manager reserves time for
Pi. During this period, the perceived priority is 27. When
the request of process Pj has arrived, because the priority of
process Pj is higher, Pj is allowed to update the area. The
reserved time is recalculated according to the live time pig-
gybacked on the request of Pj, and the perceived priority of
the current interval is updated to 138. Process Pj also fails to
use the whole reserved time because a new request from Pi

is received by the manager and the perceived priority of the
current interval is changed to 156. To guarantee the writing
time for each process, the deviations of local time and trans-
mission delays should be controllable. Let Toff be the sum
of the maximum transmission delay and the maximum
deviation of local time. Assuming the execution delay can
be ignored, if 2Toff < Tup, then there exists Tup � 2Toff

time to safely use a priority.
To guarantee the updating of each process, the live time

of the priorities can also be determined on the manager
side. When a process is assigned with the highest priority, it
can update memory without any interruption. Because the
expected interval for being assigned the highest priority is
NTup, it is possible for each process to safely update mem-
ory in a timely manner. Suppose that when the manager of
a memory area receives a request reqi, the local time of the
manager is t. Here, prioiðtÞ is the priority generated by the

manager. If the manager perceives that the priority of Pi is
higher than that of any other requester in the interval
ðIðtÞTup; ðIðtÞ þ 1ÞTupÞ, then it allows Pi to update the mem-
ory area. Otherwise, request reqi will be rescheduled until
the priority of process Pi is sufficiently high.

To provide a sustained write for a cross-area update,
managers should make the same decisions for the priority
assignment, which can be achieved by making the local
time of the managers synchronized. As shown in Fig. 6, for
example, managers Mgra and Mgrb determine the writing
time of processes independently. Because requests req and
req0 are received during the same time interval ðt0; t1Þ and
process Pi has a higher priority compared with processes Pj

and Pk in that interval, the two requests can be processed by
both managers. While there is a considerable deviation
between the local time of the managers, the requests sent
from the same process to different managers still have a
chance to be concurrently processed if the managers per-
ceive that the priority of the process is higher compared
with the other requesters.

6 OPTIMIZATIONS

6.1 Priority Reusing

In a priority update period Tup, the process that has the
higher priority can be accepted to access an area. To
make each area accessed in a fair manner, the priority of
each process is updated after each Tup time. With the
increase in Tup, because the time required by a process
to access an area is uncertain, the possibility that an area
is not used by any process could increase. In contrast, if
Tup is too short, then there could be insufficient time to
retrieve the required pages for a process, which impairs
the writing performance.

A method that allows the writer to be determined
according to the memory access pattern is adopted. In this
method, Tup remains short. To provide a writer with more
time when a sustained write is required, the priority of
each process is updated to a different value after aTup

time. a is called priority duplication rate. This approach is
different from extending Tup to a times because if the pro-
cess with the higher priority turns from busy to idle during
aTup time, then the process with the lower priority can take
its place. As an illustration in Fig. 7, the priorities of pro-
cesses can stay for a time interval 3Tup. From time t1 to t2,
because process Pi does not update the memory, process
Pj, which has a lower priority, is allowed to be a writer.
After time t2, process Pi tries to update memory again;
then, Pi has the chance to be a writer because its high pri-
ority has been retained.

Fig. 4. Blocking effect.

Fig. 5. Access interference.

Fig. 6. Cross-area access.
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6.2 Detecting Hot Areas

Given that the data items allocated together could be of
interest to a different group of processes, each allocated
memory is allowed to be divided into areas. Each area can
be treated as an integrated data object. The minimum size of
an area is one page, which does not ensure that one area is
used to describe only one data item. The data items con-
tained in an area can be seen as members of the area.
Because the shared-memory system does not differentiate
the data items inside the allocated memory, the areas cannot
be obtained based on certain boundaries of the data items.
In RPTC, the areas are detected in terms of the assumption
that the requested content of the data objects eventually
composes the requested data objects. To simplify the detec-
tion of the data objects, combining the data objects is
allowed so that a group of objects can be detected together.
LetNv denote a visiting threshold. The rule for object combi-
nation is given as follows:

Rule 2. Objects obji and objj ði 6¼ jÞ can be combined to a
new object if obji and objj are accessed by a process for at
least Nv times ðNv > 0Þ.

For example, process Pi has an interest in objects
obj1; obj2, and obj3 (as shown in Fig. 8a), while process Pj

has an interest in objects obj4 and obj5. As a result, the five
objects can be combined into two objects objx and objy, each
of which represents an area. Because there is no intersection
of the two areas, processes Pi and Pj can access the areas
without interference. If another process Pk joins the system
(as shown in Fig. 8b) and it has an interest in the objects objx
and objy, the requests of Pk must be permitted by the man-
agers of both areas. The dependency between objects is
allowed in the thrashing control system. Even if a data item
is divided into parts that belong to different areas, the high
priority process has the chance to access these areas during
a period of time.

Dividing the memory into areas is utilized not only to
reduce the interference between the processes in the course
of updating the memory but also to offset the load of the
single manager. The method for determining areas is to
apply the access history of the processes. Initially, all of the
pages are managed by a manager Mgr0. When a remote
requester tries to access a page, ifMgr0 finds that the page is
still managed locally, Mgr0 allows the requester to manage
the page. Eventually, the pages that are managed by the
same requester form an area. One issue is that there could
be some memory that is initialized by a process but is not
used further. If the manager of a page is determined once a
process accesses the page, then an area might not describe
the data objects of interest, which could introduce more
cross-area memory access. The cross-area memory access

requires managers to make decisions on priority assign-
ments in a coordinated manner.

To reduce cross-area memory access, there is a strategy
that a requester is allowed to be a manager of a page if it
has requested to access the page for at least Nv times. Note
that a large Nv can slow down the construction of areas.
Another issue is that if there are too many areas to manage,
although the load of each manager can be alleviated, it is
difficult for the managers to track the use of the memory. In
the priority update method mentioned above, if a manager
of an area fails to detect the memory access behavior of the
process with the higher priority, it allows the process with
the lower priority to access the area, which is undesired by
the busy process with the high priority. To address this
problem, the number of areas should be controlled. In this
paper, the maximum number of areas is set to Na.

7 IMPLEMENTATION

The prototype is implemented as a component in a DSM
system. Here, we consider variable granularity thrashing
control. Basically, there are three roles in RPTC, namely the
requester, the holder, and the manager. The requesters in
each node issue page fault requests to the corresponding
area managers. The manager determines whether a request
can be processed according to the priority of the requester.
If the manager finds that the priority of the requester is low,
it will block the request of the requester until the priority of
the process accessing the area expires. When a request can
be processed, the manager sends the request to the holders
that maintain the content of the page. When all of the
required parts of a page are collected, the requester delivers
the page to the operating system.

A Linux-based distributed shared memory (LBDSM) sys-
tem is implemented to provide an operating system level
implementation. The memory management can be transpar-
ent to the applications. LBDSM is compatible with System V
IPC, which provides the system calls to create and release
the shared memory. There are three layers in LBDSM,
namely, the translation layer, the link layer, and the
resource layer (as shown in Fig. 9).

The resource layer provides an abstraction of distributed
resources, such as the memory, massage, and semaphore.
The positions of the distributed resources are transparent to
the applications. The link layer is a bridge between the
translation layer and the resource layer. The translation
layer translates the requests of the kernel. Next, the link
layer passes the translated requests to the resource layer.
When the results from the resource layer are obtained, the
link layer passes the results to the translation layer. The

Fig. 7. Priority duplication (a ¼ 3).
Fig. 8. Object finding.
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translation layer translates these results to the forms in
which the kernel can be utilized. For the memory resource,
its consistency is maintained at the resource layer.

A sequential consistency model is applied in LBDSM,
which allows the shared memory to be employed without
synchronization primitives. The underlying system arranges
data synchronization. To prevent shared memory from being
used in a greedy manner, the thrashing control mechanism is
provided. The random priority-based thrashing control is
implemented as a part of the resource management in the
resource layer.

8 EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of RPTC is explored. Some
applications that are prone to inducing thrashing are con-
sidered to test the effectiveness of the thrashing control. The
SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [31] is also used for evaluation.
In the evaluation, 17 VMs are used; 16 VMs provide compu-
tational and memory resources and one VM is used as the
metadata server. The metadata of resources, such as the
locations of shared-memory resources, is maintained by this
metadata server. All of the VMs run in the VMware ESXi 6.0
environment. Each VM has 1GB of RAM and 4 vCPUs.
10-Gb NICs are used to transfer data between VMs. The vir-
tual machines are deployed on two servers. Each of the
servers has one i7-4790 Intel processor and 16 GB of RAM.
Let T denote the time required to complete an experiment.

8.1 Thrashing-Prone Applications

If processes have the same interest in certain data items, and
each of the processes wants the opportunity to update them,
the data items can be frequently transferred between the
processes, which results in thrashing. It can be observed
that if there are data items that are commonly accessed by
the processes, it is likely to induce thrashing. To evaluate
the performance of the system when data contention is
high, the following applications are employed. Let sizemem

be the size of distributed shared memory, let sizepg be the
size of each page, and let Totalpg be the number of pages of
the shared memory.

8.1.1 Hotspot

An application called Hotspot is developed to simulate the
behaviors that occur when processes focus on the same
parts of memory. In this application, different sizes of mem-
ory will be allocated for testing. In each round of testing for
each process, k different areas of the shared memory can be
updated, where k ¼ log2ðTotalpgÞ. Let Arean be the n-th area
that is selected to update in a round of testing, and startn
the start of Arean ðstart0 ¼ 0Þ. The size of Arean, denoted by

Arean:size; is 2
k�n � sizepg. The start of Arean ðn ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; kÞ

can be expressed as startn ¼ startn�1 þ cn �Arean:size,
where cn is a Boolean value which is randomly assigned in
each round of testing.

Each area Arean is utilized as a circular buffer. For each
time, a process updates r bytes of the buffer describing
Arean, where r is randomly selected and r < Arean:size.
The processes update the buffers in a concurrent manner.
While there are overlaps of the areas that are being
updated by the processes, thrashing can occur. In the
experiment, each process performs 10000 rounds of tests,
and sizemem is 16KB. If the size of the shared memory is
larger, there is less chance that the processes access the
same areas of the memory.

In each round of testing, a process repeatedly divides the
area that it focuses on and randomly selects half of the area
to update. If the target area of a process is also accessed by
the other processes, the holders of the pages belonging to the
area can be altered. However, the process has a chance of
becoming the holder of these pages again in the course of
rewriting, which can be used to simulate the effect of thrash-
ing. With an increase in the number of processes that partici-
pate in updating the shared memory, the probability that
two processes update the same area and the probability that
the area updated by one process is a part of the area that is
accessed by another process can increase. Namely, thrashing
is more likely to take place when more processes participate.

In Hotspot, each process has a random manner for mem-
ory access. A process can update more than one logical area
determined by RPTC. Although the throughput of memory
accesses can be improved when using a larger logical area
number Na, there is a risk that the concurrency of updating
shared memory is reduced resulting from interdependen-
cies among areas. If the logical areas of shared memory can
be detected (as shown in Fig. 10), better performance can be
achieved. The visiting threshold Nv determines the speed
that logical areas of shared memory can be formed. When a
smaller Nv is chosen, the logical areas of shared memory
can be formed faster. A high workload that is placed on the
initial manager can be efficiently balanced if a small value
of visiting threasholdNv is used. ForNa ¼ 1, all the memory
operations are performed in the same logical area. Namely,
though there exist independent operations updating differ-
ent memory areas, the operations must be interleaved,
resulting in performance degradation.

8.1.2 Shared Memory Mutual Exclusion

Mutual exclusion is an important primitive for controlling
access to shared resources. In a distributed system, mutual
exclusion can be implemented by either shared memory or
message passing. Supporting the shared memory version of
mutual exclusion makes it possible for the synchronization
and update operations to be performed together to test the
same shared memory system. Because the memory that is
protected by the mutual exclusion operations can be
updated by only one process, there is no contention for this
part of the memory. In contrast, when executing mutual
exclusion operations, the required states, which are stored
in distributed shared memory, can be changed by the pro-
cesses at any time.

Fig. 9. LBDSM.
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An application called ME is developed to simulate the
use of shared memory for mutual exclusion and random
update. Three operations, lock, update, and unlock, are exe-
cuted successively in each round of testing. The lock and
unlock operations are implemented based on Lamport’s Fast
Mutual Exclusion Algorithm [24] for the mutually exclusive
memory access. The operation update is used to randomly
update shared memory. A page of the shared memory is
reserved for storing the data that is required by the lock and
unlock operations. This page can be hot because the pro-
cesses can frequently read and write this part to acquire and
release a lock. The other pages can be used by the update
operation. In the update operation, n pages are randomly
selected from Npg pages for updating.

In ME, it is desireded that the reserved page of the
shared memory can be updated without interruption. In
Fig. 11, if memory can be divided into logical areas, better
performance can be achieved. When more logical areas are
enabled, even if a process does not have a high priority, the
process has a chance of accessing the areas that are not
accessed by the processes with higher priorities. A larger
value of a can help the area mangers reserve more time for
a process that requests access to the memory.

8.2 SPLASH-2 Benchmarks

The Stanford Parallel Application for Shared Memory
(SPLASH) is a benchmark suite for evaluating shared-
memory; it comprises four computational kernels and some
applications. To make SPLASH2 support System V IPC, we
implemented a set of PARMACS macros which are used by
SPLASH2. In this implementation, not all benchmark appli-
cations can be supported. Currently, the most of SPLASH
kernels can be performed, and they are used for evaluation.
In this section, we focus on the performance of the following
SPLASH kernels.

Radix. This kernel implements radix sort, which is a non-
comparative integer sorting algorithm. The algorithm is

performed iteratively. For each time, keys are sorted accord-
ing to their ranks, which are determined according to r bits
in each key. All-to-all inter-process communication will be
encountered when permuting keys to new positions. The
number of keys is 262114. The maximum key value is
524288. The radix size is 1024.

FFT. This kernel implements the FFT algorithm in which
the matrix transpose steps require all-to-all inter-process
communication. This implementation is optimized to mini-
mize the inter-process communication. The data set consists
of 1k data points to be transformed.

LU. This kernel factorizes a dense matrix as the product
of a lower triangular matrix and an upper triangular matrix.
The dense matrix is divided into blocks, which can be allo-
cated to different processes to balance the workload. A typi-
cal size of each block is 16� 16. The size of the matrix is
128x128.

For the Radix kernel, shared memory content can be fre-
quently exchanged between processes. If a process requires
the pages distributed around logical areas of the shared
memory to be updated, it is better for the process to have
more time to access the areas, which can be achieved by
increasing priority duplication rate a. Otherwise, there is no
enough time for a process to update pages belonging to dif-
ferent areas, and the process can repeatedly request pages
that have been written by the other processes. In Fig. 12, if
more logical areas are allowed, the system can achieve bet-
ter performance. For the FFT and LU kernels (as shown in
Figs. 13 and 14), shared memory content is not frequently
exchanged between processes. When there is light workload
for the management of memory access, the shared memory
is not necessary to be divided into distinct areas. In this
case, the workload imbalance of the area managers is not
likely to have significant impact on the performance.

Table 3 shows comparisons of the performance of the
shared memory management with thrashing control at the
variable granularity (VG) and the fixed granularity (FG).

Fig. 10. Hotspot (sizemem ¼ 16KB).

Fig. 11. ME ðNpg ¼ 4Þ.
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For the variable granularity thrashing control, the size of
each memory area is not determined, and the RPTC method
is utilized. Suppose that Na ¼ 4; Nv ¼ 1, and a ¼ 2. For the
fixed granularity thrashing control, the priority of each pro-
cess can be maintained in the same way as the RPTC. The
difference is that any writer of a page can become the owner
of the page. The priority of each accessor is recognized at
the page granularity by the owner of the relative page. The
location of the owner is tracked in terms of the dynamic dis-
tributed manager algorithm [4]. The thrashing-prone appli-
cations Hotspot and ME and SPLASH2 benchmark kernels
are used. For the Hotspot, sizemem is 16 KB. For the ME,
Npg ¼ 4. The performance results show that for SPLASH
kernels FFT and LU, as shared data dose not intensively
accessed, thrashing control does not take effect. In addition,
there exists additional cost when using priority-based

thrashing control at the fixed granularity. In the evaluation
of thrashing-prone applications Hotspot and ME and
SPLASH kernel Radix, a performance gain can be achieved.
Compared with the fixed granularity thrashing control,
there is up to 2x performance improvement by using
the variable granularity thrashing control. In addition,
the experiment results show that after enabling the
priority-based thrashing control, the performance of the
thrashing-prone programs can be significantly improved.

9 CONCLUSIONS

To improve the performance of shared memory systems,
synchronization primitives are often employed to guide
synchronization, at the cost of sacrificing memory man-
agement transparency. Without explicit arrangement of

Fig. 12. Radix.

Fig. 13. FFT.

Fig. 14. LU.

TABLE 3
Experiment Time (sec)

Thrashing Control Hotspot (16 Nodes) ME (16 Nodes) Radix (16 Nodes) FFT (16 Nodes) LU (16 Nodes)

VG 32.59 44.21 146.31 31.97 58.95
FG 38.58 81.05 336.78 47.22 103.12
VG-noprio 840.62 600.77 215.86 59.78 68.88
FG-noprio 915.00 572.55 474.66 54.16 82.74
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synchronization points, the shared memory systemmay suf-
fer from thrashing due to data contention. To avoid thrash-
ing in a shared memory system in which synchroni-zation
points are transparent to applications, a random priority-
based approach, which allows the fair use of memory with-
out sending any control messages to determine the processes
that can access memory areas, is proposed. We report that
there can be priority degradation because of the exposure of
the interdependencies amongmemory units. To address this
problem, the shared memory is divided into logical areas
and sustained writes in each area are allowed. Because areas
can be formed according to memory access patterns, when
unrelated data are allocated to different areas, the data can
be visible to the processes that have interest in them and the
interference among the processes can be reduced.
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APPENDIX A
FAIRNESS

Suppose that the random function rand generates N differ-
ent priorities for N processes in each round. The function is
constructed by the method presented in Section 4.3. Because
the processes with higher priorities can be idle in a given
period of time, it is reasonable to allow the processes with
lower priorities to access the shared memory during that
period. Fairness of memory access does not imply that each
process has the same time available for memory access.
Fairness means that for any two processes the probability of
preempting one another is the same.

Lemma 1. For each process, the probability of having any given
priority is 1=N .

Proof. Suppose that process Pi is the k-th ð1 � k � NÞ pro-
cess that is assigned with priority v in a round. Let P be
the probability of assigning priority v. If k ¼ 1; P ¼ 1=N .
Otherwise, if k > 1, P can be written as follows:

P ¼ 1

N�kþ 1

Yk�1

n¼1

N � n

N � nþ 1
¼ 1

N
ðk > 1Þ:

Thus, the probability of having any priority is 1=N . tu
Theorem 1. For any two processes, the probability that one pro-

cess has higher priority than the other process is 1/2.

Proof. For any two processesPi andPj, without loss of gener-
ality, suppose that the priority ofPi is generated in advance.
By Lemma 1, the probability of selecting priority v for Pi is
1=N. Suppose that v is the n-th lowest priority. Let x
be the priority that is selected from the remaining N � 1

priorities for process Pj. The probability P ðx > v j vÞ is
ðN � nÞ = ðN � 1Þ. The probability that Pi has a higher pri-
ority thanPj can bewritten as follows:

P ðx > vÞ ¼ 1

N

XN�1

n¼1

N � n

N � 1
:

Therefore, the probability that one process has higher
priority than the other process is P ðx > vÞ ¼ 1 = 2. tu
If the highest priority is assigned to a process, then the

process can access memory without preemption for a given
period of time. The system must guarantee that each pro-
cess is assigned the highest priority at least once after a
finite expected number of rounds.

Theorem 2. For each round, if the probability of the process
being assigned a given priority is 1=N , the expected number of
rounds for which it has that priority isN.

Proof. The probability of being assigned a given priority
after n rounds is ðN � 1Þn�1=Nn. The expected number of
rounds is as follows:

EðnÞ ¼
X

n

nðN � 1Þn�1

Nn
:

Let fðxÞ ¼ Sxn:AsN � EðnÞ ¼ f 0ðxÞjx¼ðN�1Þ=N . For x 2
½0; 1Þ; f 0ðxÞ ¼ 1=ð1� xÞ2. Therefore, EðnÞ ¼ N . tu
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